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It has been widely investigated how predator-prey and other ecological behaviors involving organisms are set to happen,

develop and end. Those behaviors in this entry are reported to happen when considering only resources aspects, leading

to a framework where any type of ecological behavior can be expressed considering a dynamics of an event in time, the

amount of resources and population .

For this analysis, in figure 1,  it was simulated a theoretical experiment where population and resource flow have

increasing and constant values adding to the interaction of these two variables. As the time passes, this interaction is

interrupted (represented by the first red line from the left to the right of the figure) and variables start to accumulate in

space leading to a new property of an event, in which it was designed as a phase space starting point . Variables

analyzed: consuming the resource (x ) and the opposite time and space effect that none will consume it (x).

 

Figure 1:

Figure 1: Scheme for resources and population dynamics regulated by time lengths. Possible results obtained through iteration, frequency and time over variables

x  and x . It is theoretically postulated that time lengths have specific effects over the event, causing specific phase space trajectories.

 

After the interruption is over, population and resources interaction start regroup again and at this exact point biological

behaviors are produced under previous regulated conditions. The behaviors expected are dependent on the organisms

and resource characteristics such as physical, behavioral and specie related conditions. In the example of figure 1, it is

observed only the population-resources ratio aspect without considering any specific biological interaction between

organisms due to the simulation aspect of an experiment and no specific identity of organisms to be investigated .

The event itself was regulated only by time aspects and this feature can be extended to more specific conditions leading

to new properties of an event.
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Dynamics of population and resources symmetries are investigated and a model of ecological interaction was obtained. It
was observed how variables in these dynamics are in recurrence considering parameters such as time, frequency,
iteration, interaction and frequency of iteration. Variables investigated are the consume, idleness and supply mechanics
and time series analysis of these variables indicated a possible phase space formation of the phenomena. The main
conclusion leads to a nonlinear dynamics of the  ecological interactions of the organisms and resources symmetries.
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The whole system of figure 1 can be represented by figure 2 where the event, as a phase space expression (not

represented in this research), return to the initial condition, being represented by deterministic to the chaotic organization

as it is observed in time series of the figure 3 and 4 .

 

Figure 2:

Figure 2: Evolution of system dynamics. Population and resource ratio are represented in two possible pathways. (1) Variables and resources recurrence to the

original state. The amount of resource available at pathway 1 is proportional to the population previous aspects. In this case, resource amount is higher than the

original state amount (2). Pathway 2 leads to the end of the event. It is expected for the resource time series at bottom of Figure 2, a constant reduction of

information flow until it reaches 0 (zero for both variables interaction).

 

Figure 3:

Figure 3: Time series of population variables x  and x  expressing proportionality for population-resource ratio.

 

Figure 4:
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Figure 4: Time regulated dynamics of population-resource ratio. It is possible to observe the oscillations of variables in the system as time passes. Blue line, the

variable x , orange line, resources and light brown line, population.

 

One empirical example that is very similar to this article, but does not offer a mathematical and a theoretical model of the

problem presented, is the experiment  where resources that are consumed by bacteria are regulated and it modifies

aspects of bacteria competition, evolution and survival. When experiment makes resources a case of availability and

flows, it acts as a time regulation of events, giving results that are expressed in this article  as found in “Nonlinearity

from deterministic conditions” section. However, variable’s properties differ between considering human water

consumption or bacteria resources interaction, but the results and the event as a whole have time regulated dynamics

analogously. Result overview can be observed in discussion section  and by the theoretical framework obtained through

time regulation method, it is possible to anticipate future discoveries that could be derived from the experiment with

bacteria  or with other investigations. It means iteration (number of organisms and variables expression), frequency (of

iteration), and time, are capable of disrupting any results obtained regarding survivability, evolution and competition of a

life form. This statement is a suggestion for researchers of this field. Another study very related to the approach that is

presented in this article is about nutrition and scarlet fever mortality correlation in the 19th century , where it was

observed wheat prices oscillations causing consequent mortality oscillations in the same ratio. According to information

sequences that are regulated by time lengths, the correlation between variables can be predicted by investigating the

maximum oscillation output in which frequency of iterations exhibit caused by time influence in the micro event of the

disease-nutrition ratio. Possible other variables of biological origin will count towards the results making oscillation output

be wider than expected.

 

Conclusion:

The article's scope of investigation brings a glance of how time is related to phenomena where diverse variables that are

located in a chain of events, in which, probabilistic functions can assume an evolution of density and retrocede in its own

properties regulated by time lengths. These densities evolutions promote together with other variables, increasing

margins of possible outcomes in a complex chain of events, giving the whole view of deterministic to chaotic control of

events in duality transformations for each pathway of the event. In this way, it is possible to regulate through time the

frequencies in which iterations assume the main role of possible oscillations in the event, thus reducing the non-ergodicity

of the system as a whole. This statement was performed in theoretical view, using population-resources ratio and

parameters such as interaction, iteration, frequency of iteration, and time regulations.
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